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LCH-AC950 Dual A/C Service Machine is 
LAUNCHER’s  fully automatic dual gas AC machine. 
One revolutionary unit recovers, recycles and 
recharges efficiently both R134a and 1234YF gases.

LCH-AC950
Dual A/C Service 

Machine

LCH-AC950
(for R134a & 1234YF GAS)

Ergonomic. Contamination Free. Hybrid Compatible. 



Tech Support
905-602-0228

Designed and 
Assembled 
in Canada

Specifications
| Load cell precision: +/- 10g

| Load cell precision (oil bottle): +/- 5g

| Vacuum pump capacity: 4.5CFM, 3Pa

| Service hose length: 2 sets/ 3m (5 ft) each

| Supply tank capacity: 12L each/ 2 separate tanks             

| Display: 5˝ control screen

| System: Pressure purge system

| Pulse flush: Clean flush to avoid contamination

| Type of refrigerant: R134a and 1234YF

| Voltage: 110-240V/50-60Hz

| Unit dimension:  (WxDxH,mm) 670x730x1445

| Weight: 100kg
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Features
| Dual system for R134a and 1234YF

| Services standard and hybrid vehicles

| Maintenance free, self-diagnosis

| Comes with 3m(10ft) long hoses

| Integrated printer to produce test results.

| Pulse flushing before gas system switching to avoid 

  contamination

| Automatic & manual used oil drain/oil injection

| Extensive oil and refrigerant database

| Dust cover included

| Fully automatic functions

| Gas qty usage smart monitoring

Isolated supply  
tank location 

to avoid 
contamination
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B. Select the refrigerant type: R134a or R1234yf. The default is the last operation type. 

 
C. If the refrigerant type is different from last time, please operate according to the prompts. 

    
If the process is terminated artificially, it will can’t be into the main function and back to the last Interface. 

  

D. After completion, enter the function interface. 

      
Description: 

 

Flushing- Recovery 
This function include flushing 
and recovery process. 

 

Database 
Check the amount of Refrigerant 
& oil 

 

Recovery 
Recovery the refrigerant of A/C 
system. 

 

Equipment Maintanance 
Exchange dry-filter, Pipe-line 
cleanning, Calibration load cell. 
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